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1. Introduction

The Tool vendor must complete ALL of the fields in this document to produce the Conformance Statement for their tool. The Conformance Statement identifies the tool and defines the scope of the certification.

Upon achieving certification, all information in this Conformance Statement is included on the public Tool Certification Register for the program in which the Tool is certified.

Only the tool as described in the Scope of Certification may be promoted and offered as certified. Any additional feature must be explicitly added to the Scope of Certification and approved by the Certification Authority.

2. Submitter Information

The full name of the Organization that is registering this tool for certification:

Bizzdesign

The name of the person completing this Conformance Statement:

Marc Lankhorst

3. Tool Information

3.1 Tool Name

The tool name specified for certification must be the same name used when marketing and promoting a tool. The name entered here is also how the tool is reflected on the Certified Tool Register.

The name of the tool and major version:

Enterprise Studio and Horizzon, version 4 and above: conformant with ArchiMate 3.1
4. **Scope of Certification**

The responses in this section identify the scope of the tool covered by this certification. Applicants should replace “_____” with “__X__” to indicate selections.

4.1 **Program**

The program for which this tool is to be certified:

__X__ ArchiMate® 3.1

4.2 **Additional features**

Besides the mandatory Conformance Requirements that a product should comply with, there can also be additional features that could be optionally supported by the product.

__X__ Language Element Customization
__X__ Relationship Customization
__X__ Viewpoint Support
__X__ Concept Coverage
__X__ Relationship Coverage
__X__ Language Notation
__X__ Other Capabilities

If other, this section identifies the optional features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color views (overlays), label views, cross-reference tables, publishing, reporting, model analysis &amp; statistics, cross-model relationships to models in other languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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